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Process technology-driven performance and energy e!ciency improvements have slowed down as we ap-
proach physical design limits. General-purpose manycore architectures attempt to circumvent this chal-
lenge, but they have a signi"cant performance and energy-e!cient gap compared to special-purpose solu-
tions. Domain-speci"c architectures (DSAs), an instance of heterogeneous architectures, e!ciently combine
general-purpose cores and specialized hardware accelerators to boost energy e!ciency and provide program-
ming #exibility. Indeed, the hardware, software, and systems aspects in DSAs are highly tailored to maximize
the energy e!ciency of applications in a target domain. As DSAs and their conceptualization advance rapidly,
there is a strong need to understand the research problems that need immediate attention. This article dis-
cusses the primary research directions in the design and runtime management of DSAs. Then, it surveys
some promising approaches and highlights the outstanding research needs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Process technology-driven power, performance, and energy e!ciency improvements have re-
cently slowed down signi"cantly [74, 166]. In addition, performance cannot be further improved
by scaling the frequency arbitrarily due to the power wall [55, 180]. Consequently, two primary
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drivers of higher performance-per-watt cease to provide the expected gains. At the same time,
the instruction-level parallelism techniques, such as processor pipelining, prefetching, and
out-of-order execution, provide only marginal bene"ts, thereby leaving a substantial scope for
improvement in performance and energy e!ciency [95].

Homogeneous multicore architectures integrate multiple identical cores onto the same die to
provide higher computational capabilities under similar area budgets [66, 93]. They opened new av-
enues to parallel processing capabilities with higher performance at a modest power consumption
increase, thereby allowing drastic energy e!ciency improvements [68]. However, homogeneous
cores cannot simultaneously satisfy competing application requirements, such as low power and
high performance. Low-power cores, such as the Arm Cortex-M series, have limited performance.
In contrast, high-performance cores, such as the Arm Cortex-A72/A76 processors, consume higher
power due to the out-of-order execution nature, large caches, and deep execution pipelines. Het-
erogeneous multiprocessor architectures address this problem by integrating low-power and high-
performance cores [83, 135]. Therefore, heterogeneous architectures are extensively used in most
processing systems, such as mobile phones, laptops, desktops, and servers [5, 82, 127].

Heterogeneous architectures signi"cantly improve performance and energy e!ciency com-
pared to their homogeneous counterparts. However, they still have a substantial gap with
application-speci!c integrated circuits (ASIC). To provide a quantitative comparison,
Figure 1(a) shows the energy e!ciency of applications implemented on CPU, GPU, FPGA, and
ASIC. CPU implementations require the least design e$ort and also provide low energy e!-
ciency [187]. GPUs and FPGAs improve energy e!ciency and performance by exploiting single-
instruction multiple data (SIMD) execution and parallelism bene"ts, respectively [59, 151]. Ap-
plication code is converted to GPU-compatible code to run on GPUs, and hardware description
languages or high-level synthesis for FPGAs. ASICs provide the highest energy e!ciency since
they are speci"cally designed for the target application [85]. However, the ASIC e$ort, which in-
cludes design, development, fabrication, and software development, could require several months
to years. Therefore, there is a critical need to continue the evolution of computing architectures
to provide ASIC-like energy e!ciency with the shortest possible time-to-market.

Domain-speci!c architectures (DSAs) represent an emerging instance of heterogeneous ar-
chitectures that optimize data #ow for applications in a target domain through hardware accelera-
tion while providing programming #exibility [6, 10, 86]. Examples of recently growing domains in-
clude machine learning and arti!cial intelligence (AI). For instance, machine learning and AI are
extensively being used for image processing, scheduling, recommendation systems, spam "ltering,
stock market analysis, and medical applications [120, 134, 142, 183]. Hence, there is a strong need
for computing architectures that enable seamless, high-performance, and energy-e!cient execu-
tion of these domain applications. DSAs aim at improved programmability by including general-
purpose cores and the highest energy e!ciency by integrating special-purpose processors and
hardware accelerators. The domain-speci"c nature of DSAs stems from the fact that the hardware
accelerators and data #ows are highly tailored to the type of computations in the applications of a
particular domain. Broadly speaking, DSAs encompass any computing architecture that provides
the following:
• Superior energy e!ciency through specialized processing: The specialized processors accel-

erate the frequently occurring domain-speci"c computations in hardware, thereby boosting
energy e!ciency. For example, a custom-designed fast Fourier transform (FFT) hardware
accelerates the direct- and inverse-FFT operations, whereas a systolic matrix multiplication
processor accelerates machine learning and AI applications.
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Fig. 1. (a) Trends in energy e!iciency and design e!ort in giga operations per second per wa" (GOPS/wa") for
applications implemented on CPU, GPU, FPGA, and fixed-function/special-purpose ASIC. (b) An illustration
of a domain-specific architecture (DSA) combining the flexibility benefits of CPU and GPU implementations,
the performance benefits of FPGA, and the energy e!iciency of fixed-function ASIC implementations.

• Programmability/"exibility: DSAs aim to improve the programming #exibility for both do-
main and non-domain applications. For example, DSAs that target neural network inference
must be programmable to execute multilayer perceptrons, convolutional neural networks,
and recurrent neural networks. In addition, they must be capable of executing other neural
network inference operations that cannot be easily implemented using specialized hardware.
Finally, they should be able to execute non-domain applications to improve #exibility and
enable broader usage.
• Heterogeneous processing elements: The diverse types of processing elements (PEs) in DSAs

cater to contrasting application requirements such as low power, high performance, energy
e!ciency, and programmability.

The potential of DSAs is also evident in recent and growing commercial examples. Google’s
tensor processing unit comprises hardware designs, systems, and software stacks to accelerate
machine learning training and inference [133, 138]. Tensor processing units provide 3× to 7×
speedup over state-of-the-art GPUs and 80× better energy e!ciency than general-purpose pro-
cessors [86, 96, 181]. Nvidia’s data center processing unit (DPU) is another DSA that integrates
high-performance ARM cores and hardware accelerators with an extensive software eco-system
optimized for AI, cloud supercomputing, network security, and wireless communication [32]. In-
tel’s infrastructure processing unit (IPU) is a programmable network device that integrates
with server CPUs to accelerate networking control, storage management, and security. O%oading
the infrastructure operations to the infrastructure processing unit reduces the overhead of infras-
tructure tasks to improve overall performance and energy consumption [31]. In the low-power
domain, RedMulE o$ers a sub-100 mW DSA for deep learning that comprises RISC-V cores and
dedicated matrix-multiplication accelerators [168]. In summary, DSAs have started making sub-
stantial strides in all domains to o$er superior energy e!ciency and short time-to-market. This
article aims to discuss the primary research directions in DSAs and survey the academic work
performed in these directions. Section 2 overviews the research directions in DSAs.

2 OVERVIEW OF PRIMARY RESEARCH DIRECTIONS IN DSAs
DSAs have the potential to enable high energy e!ciency and programmability across multiple
applications. However, critical research and infrastructure design challenges must be addressed
before DSAs can become a mainstream computing paradigm [74, 86, 119]. For instance, design-
ers must choose the optimal number and type of PEs to balance design time, cost, complexity,
area, and energy e!ciency. Novel and rapid hardware design techniques that condense the design
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Fig. 2. Prime research directions in the conceptualization, design, and development of DSAs. Applications
are represented as directed flow graphs. The nodes in the graph represent the key computational kernels
within each application, and the edges of the graph denote the communication volumes between kernels.

time and costs allow for a shorter time-to-market [72, 119]. Similarly, DSAs require novel and
state-of-the-art simulation, compilation, and emulation frameworks to minimize the gap between
conceptualization and market availability of a product [170]. In summary, there is a strong need to
understand the factors that currently limit the design and deployment of DSAs. To this end, this
survey article identi"es the key research areas (summarized in Figure 2) that need new ideas and
solutions to make DSAs default choices for designers, developers, and end users:
• Domain representation: Application source code must be analyzed to extract the domain-

speci"c kernels and construct the data #ow graphs that can exploit the data- and task-level
parallelism both in applications and hardware [171]. Understanding the domain applications
plays a critical role in selecting the PEs for the DSA, as described in Section 3.
• Hardware architecture and design: With the saturation of energy e!ciency of general-

purpose processors, DSAs require novel hardware architectures and innovative solutions
to exploit parallelism and maximize energy e!ciency for domain-speci"c kernels. Section 4
discusses hardware architectures for DSAs.
• Resource management in DSAs: Exploiting the full potential of DSAs involves optimally allo-

cating the tasks to PEs, and selecting their voltage-frequency levels at runtime using resource
management algorithms described in Section 5.
• Evaluation frameworks and productivity tools: Section 7 presents the need and frameworks

for rapid design space exploration to aid top-level design decisions in the early development
phase and emulation platforms to aid functional validation and software development in
DSAs.
• Software development: The challenge in programming DSAs with heterogeneous PEs de-

mands innovation in software frameworks and toolchains. Section 6 also serves as a
bridge between techniques for domain representation, hardware design, and resource
management.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 3 presents the ideas and directions of
focus under domain representation. Section 4 discusses energy-e!cient hardware architectures
for DSAs. The resource management techniques and algorithms to exploit the potential of these
designs are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 presents the software development aspects, whereas
Section 7 surveys the tools and evaluation frameworks that aid the design process from the con-
ceptualization phase to the end product. Section 8 discusses the interaction between the various
DSA research directions. Section 9 concludes the survey.
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Fig. 3. Domain representation techniques extract the key application indicators (e.g., kernels and data flow
graphs) and facilitate the design of hardware, so#ware, and resource management techniques. The nodes in
the data flow graph represent the kernels/tasks in the applications. The edges represent the dependencies
between the kernels, and the edge weights denote the amount of data transferred between the kernels.

3 DOMAIN REPRESENTATION
The design of DSAs critically depends on #rst analyzing applications to classify them into the
target domains. Then, structured information (also called computational kernels) is extracted from
these applications of interest (domain applications) [13, 74, 123]. The frequently occurring compu-
tation kernels in an application domain are potential candidates for specialized implementations
since bene"ts over repeated operations can lead to signi"cant overall savings. Extracting the #ow
graph of an application provides precise control and data #ow dependencies, thereby allowing
the computing platforms to exploit the inherent parallelism and maximize performance [57]. The
nodes of the #ow graph represent the computational kernels, the edges between the nodes rep-
resent the dependency between the di$erent kernels, and the weight of the edges denotes the
volume of data communicated between two kernels, as shown in Figure 3 [27, 170]. The tasks that
can be performed together present opportunities for parallel execution in DSAs. The information
about the critical kernels and the scoped applications is utilized to determine the number and type
of PEs [46]. The domain representation techniques for DSAs draw their inspiration from parallel
computation models and languages [156]. The study of these techniques constitutes the domain
representation research in DSAs, as overviewed in Figure 3.

Applications and domains are evolving at an unprecedented pace, making manual analysis of
the applications arduous and impractical. Examples include the use of computer vision and im-
age processing algorithms in autonomous driving applications, wireless and radar applications in
communication and surveillance, and machine learning in AI [12, 27, 28, 105]. Hence, there is a
strong need for frameworks that can automatically scope the application domain and extract the
kernels and the data-parallel #ow graphs [27]. The kernel and #ow graph information help design-
ers determine the number and type of PEs required by the DSA. Application tracing tools allow
developers to log data as the programs execute, which is utilized to extract the kernel and #ow
graph information [36]. For instance, the low-level virtual machine (LLVM) compiler backend
uses application instrumentation to construct an intermediate platform-independent representa-
tion and generate application traces [188]. The kernel information in the applications and the data
#ow graphs are extracted from the traces [27, 28, 100, 170]. This #ow enables chip developers to
make intelligent choices of the hardware elements that can maximize energy e!ciency.

Heterogeneous systems-on-chip (SoCs), especially hardware accelerator rich systems, face
an enormous challenge in moving data among the di$erent PEs [73]. Networks-on-chip
(NoCs) are typically employed to improve the on-chip communication latencies [118]. Critical
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Fig. 4. An overview of hardware components in DSAs.

problems include reducing the on-chip communication and e!ciently mapping the PEs to the
NoC [27, 73, 122]. The application trace analysis also provides the volume of data communicated
between two kernels. This enables us to exploit optimal mapping and placement of the PEs in the
NoC to minimize the on-chip communication latency and energy [187]. In summary, the domain
representation analysis is the "rst and one of the crucial steps in developing DSAs. It acts as a
key enabler for hardware development (Section 4), resource management algorithms (Section 5),
and the software stack (Section 6). Uhrie et al. [171] use compiler intermediate representations
to produce application traces and segment the computational kernels [171]. Then, the data
dependencies between the kernels are identi"ed from the traces. However, the limitation here
remains the runtime of the tool. To this end, DSAs demand dynamic analysis and transformation
techniques (potentially even using just-in-time compilation approaches) to scope applications,
and extract the kernels and #ow graphs with minimal runtime.

4 HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
This section focuses on approaches to design highly energy e!cient hardware for the acceleration
candidates identi"ed by domain representation approaches discussed in Section 3. Customized
hardware designs allow architects to exploit parallelism and orchestrate a highly optimal data #ow
to maximize energy e!ciency for domain-speci"c computations [138]. We cover the components
in hardware architectures in the context of DSAs, as shown in Figure 4.

Fixed-function accelerators. A "xed-function accelerator is designed to implement one speci"c
function, which may be parameterized for di$erent input sizes. Hardware accelerators target
the kernels identi"ed in Section 3 to maximize energy e!ciency [39]. Fixed-function designs of-
fer the highest bene"ts since architects highly optimize them for speci"c operations. Their e!-
ciency begins to diminish when they have to generalize for multiple types of computation. The
autonomous driving pipeline in the work of Lin et al. [109] identi"es that deep neural network
inference and image feature extraction operations consume 95% of the computation time. Acceler-
ating these two operations using "xed-function accelerators provides a 93× overall improvement
in end-to-end latency. Another recent autonomous driving pipeline [10] accelerates 2D convolu-
tion, FFT, Viterbi decoding, object detection, and tracking operations using "xed-function accel-
erators. Similarly, a recent image processing pipeline [116] enables 133× speedup by accelerating
linear algebraic matrix operations, feature detection, and tracking operations using "xed-function
accelerators.

Specialized processors. A specialized processor, also called a special-purpose core, a specialized
core, or a domain-speci#c accelerator, includes any dedicated hardware design that implements
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more than just one speci"c function (most often implements a group of similar functions). Devel-
oping a dedicated accelerator for each computationally intensive kernel can be highly time con-
suming. A specialized processor that accelerates multiple kernels reduces the design e$ort by facil-
itating extensive design reuse. The most commonly used specialized processors are coarse-grain
recon!gurable arrays (CGRAs), systolic arrays, general-purpose graphics processing units, and
FPGAs [45, 98, 126, 182, 189]. All of these computing philosophies employ SIMD execution and
enable high levels of parallelism or a combination of both [37, 38].

The similarity of operations in domain applications allows us to bene"t from specialized pro-
cessors. For example, a recent CGRA design [45] supports a range of image processing kernels,
namely gradient (medical imaging), convolution (digital signal processing), and the Sobel edge
detection algorithm (image processing). Similarly, the domain-adaptive systolic array processor
presented in the work of Chen et al. [41] accelerates several kernels in wireless communication
and linear algebra computation. The machine learning and AI domains bene"t substantially from
specialized processor implementations. For example, a recon"gurable architecture targeted for con-
volutional neural networks is presented in the work of Tu et al. [169]. It achieves one to two orders
of magnitude higher performance than state-of-the-art designs on AlexNet [102], VGG-19 [154],
GoogLeNet [163], and the ResNet-50 [84] models. GPUs are also widely used in neural network ap-
plications. They are used to train neural networks for autonomous driving applications, such as in
the Tesla autopilot system [88], and execute neural network inference on Nvidia Drive PX2 [115].
FPGA-based parallel implementations have accelerated a wide range of operations, from matrix
multiplications [52] to Fourier transforms [149], and are currently extensively deployed to enable
high-throughput and low-latency neural network inference computations [159, 190]. The design
of specialized processors carefully considers the range of kernels to be supported, which in turn
depends on the applications. At this juncture, specialized processors are transformed into DSAs
by incorporating domain knowledge to tailor the hardware design to the domain kernels [85, 86].

General-purpose processors. A DSA with only "xed-function and special-purpose processors be-
comes unusable in two scenarios: (1) tasks in domain applications that cannot be implemented
on "xed-function accelerators and specialized processors, and (2) applications outside the target
domain. In both scenarios, customized hardware leaves little #exibility on the table to execute
incompatible tasks. For this reason, using general-purpose cores in DSAs provides #exibility for
other domain applications, albeit with lower energy e!ciency [101].

On-chip interconnect. Accelerator-rich designs, such as DSAs, experience signi"cant data move-
ment between the di$erent PEs and can account for up to 40% of the total execution time [153].
Therefore, it is crucial to deploy e!cient on-chip communication hardware such that data is moved
in a highly energy e!cient manner [87, 170]. Prominent interconnect solutions include point-to-
point networks, bus-based interconnects, crossbar-based interconnects, and NoCs [118, 158]. NoCs
provide ultra-low latency (in the order of tens of nanoseconds for up to 16 PEs) compared to cross-
bar interconnects (in the order of hundreds of nanoseconds) at the expense of chip area and power
consumption [2, 118]. The target domain for the particular DSA and the performance, area, power,
and energy constraints play a crucial role in choosing between the di$erent solutions to enable
e!cient on-chip data movement.

The hardware designs and architectures presented in this section achieve superior energy e!-
ciency for their target applications. However, this process requires extensive design skills, time,
and expertise. Agile development techniques and high-level synthesis approaches are a giant leap
forward in the automatic generation of custom hardware [72, 119]. However, there is still a signif-
icant gap in automatically generating specialized hardware while being aware of other hardware
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units, communication and coherency models, and application constraints such as latency, power,
energy, throughput, and bandwidth.

5 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN DSAs
DSAs o$er multiple alternative PEs to execute tasks, such as general-purpose cores, hardware
accelerators, and specialized processors. To exploit the potential of DSAs, one of the most critical
aspects remains the ability to e!ciently utilize the available PEs for task execution [101, 175, 187].
This section discusses the resource management aspects of DSAs, key bottlenecks, and outstanding
research problems.

The techniques fall broadly into two categories: (1) static (or design-time) and (2) dynamic
(or runtime) techniques. Static algorithms utilize the design-time information to manage the re-
sources [11, 165, 167]. These algorithms can provide optimal or heuristic solutions since they are
not bounded by computation and latency constraints [193]. Static approaches cannot access run-
time information and are ine!cient in several scenarios [101]. DSAs inherently support several
simultaneous applications that could demand a substantial amount of system resources. Static
algorithms may su!ce in limited application-speci"c scenarios; however, DSAs require e!cient
runtime resource management techniques. Although several static and dynamic approaches have
been proposed previously [24, 70, 99, 141, 155], the following fundamental challenges drive the
research need for novel dynamic techniques that target DSAs:
• Heterogeneity: PEs with di$erent power and performance characteristics for various appli-

cations require algorithms to evaluate all valid execution alternatives to obtain the optimal
solution. Considering the characteristics of all heterogeneous PEs at runtime makes the re-
source management problem complex.
• Streaming arrivals: Most applications (e.g., video/signal processing, autonomous driving,

radar systems) continuously perform identical operations on streaming data frames. The
complexity lies in e!ciently managing the resources when randomly arriving frames over-
lap with currently executing and pending tasks from previous frames.
• Concurrent applications: SoCs execute several applications simultaneously. Resource manage-

ment techniques must recognize the divergent application characteristics and satisfy their
compute requirements, performance, power, and deadline constraints.

The type of applications and the choice of hardware components in the DSA play a critical role in
developing resource management techniques. Therefore, the outputs of domain representation and
hardware design are critical inputs to the study of task scheduling techniques (Section 5.1), voltage-
frequency scaling policies (Section 5.2), and other aspects (Section 5.3), as shown in Figure 5.

5.1 Task Scheduling and Mapping
DSAs typically execute several streaming applications simultaneously [28, 101]. Task scheduling
algorithms assign tasks to the PEs on the DSA to optimize performance (e.g., execution time),
power, and energy consumption objectives. Static schedulers utilize only design-time information,
whereas dynamic scheduling techniques exploit the runtime information to make e$ective deci-
sions [167, 175]. Since task scheduling in heterogeneous SoCs is NP-complete, "nding the optimal
solution is not feasible at runtime for practical problem sizes [26, 172].

Task scheduling algorithms are broadly classi"ed into (1) optimization-based approaches,
(2) heuristic techniques, and (3) machine learning based schedulers [120, 167, 193]. Optimization-
based approaches formulate the task scheduling problem using objective functions and constraints
that describe the applications and the computing platform [165]. The complexity of optimization-
based approaches prohibits their use in dynamic scheduling scenarios [193]. Similarly, simulated
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Fig. 5. The key areas of focus in DSA resource management techniques that interface with the domain
applications and DSA hardware. The domain representation outputs and hardware design decisions are used
to design task scheduling, voltage-frequency scaling, and other resource management techniques.

annealing and genetic algorithm based scheduling algorithms, such as the ones proposed by
Jin et al. [94], also su$er from excessive runtime overheads. The high overheads make them
impractical for runtime applications. Heuristic schedulers address this challenge and are ex-
tensively studied in the literature. HEFT (heterogeneous earliest "nish time) is a well-known
static list scheduling heuristic technique for heterogeneous platforms [167]. HEFT inspired a
family of schedulers that optimize for di$erent objectives [11, 26, 112]. Other static heuristic
schedulers such as minimum execution time, tabu search, and genetic and simulated annealing
algorithms are presented in the work of Braun et al. [29]. Heuristic schedulers are tailored to
sub-optimal objectives and do not generalize well. Recently, machine learning based approaches
have been deployed for task scheduling. The DeepRM [120] framework presents the use of
reinforcement learning (RL) with deep neural networks to perform scheduling in data clusters.
The Decima [121] framework uses RL with graph neural networks for the same cluster scheduling
problem. RL su$ers from the complexity of the reward function design and convergence times.
Hence, the imitation learning based approach presented in the work of Krishnakumar et al. [101]
poses scheduling in DSAs as a classi"cation problem; then, it uses supervised learning techniques
to approximate an Oracle created o%ine. This technique generalizes to several objectives and
dynamic scenarios but does not consider the application deadlines [193, 194] and real-time
constraints [48]. Therefore, there is a strong need for a combination of optimality, deadline
awareness, and low runtime complexity in task scheduling algorithms for DSAs.

The task scheduling algorithms discussed previously choose between the PEs such as CPUs,
hardware accelerators, and specialized processors for a particular task at runtime. However, decid-
ing where to map the di$erent tasks within the SIMD/execution units and communicate between
them in a specialized processor is still an outstanding problem. Speci"cally, the specialized proces-
sors (discussed in Section 4) comprise several small execution units, which we refer to as sub-PEs.
These processors support the simultaneous execution of several tasks [41, 75]. The factors that in-
#uence the task mapping within these processors include the number of sub-PEs, latency, commu-
nication information, memory requirements, power, and energy constraints for each simultaneous
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task [111]. Optimization-based and heuristic techniques (e.g., modulo scheduling techniques) stat-
ically generate compile-time mappings [43, 177, 184, 192]. A recent technique [178] introduces
dynamic con"guration to adapt a systolic array at runtime based on the neural network sizes.
A more general formulation of the sub-PE mapping problem can be found in the work of Chou
et al. [44]. The critical challenge remains to generate a completely automatic and optimal mapping
at runtime with the least possible latency and energy consumption overheads.

5.2 Dynamic Thermal-Power Management Techniques
State-of-the-art PEs and cores support multiple voltage and frequency (V-F) levels. Another
critical aspect in exploiting the potential of DSAs is optimally selecting these power states at run-
time [108, 152]. The V-F levels of PEs play a primary role in determining power and performance,
and the power consumption determines the temperature of the PEs [25]. For example, using the
highest V-F levels to maximize performance increases power consumption and, in turn, the temper-
ature [81]. Furthermore, portions of the SoC may be placed in di$erent levels of sleep states where
they are partially or entirely powered o$ to save energy and control temperature [180]. Like task
scheduling, V-F selection for the cores is also NP-complete [164]. Therefore, e!cient dynamic
thermal-power management (DTPM) techniques are essential to utilize DSAs e!ciently while
maintaining the chip temperature within limits [130].

The DTPM techniques also fall into categories similar to the task scheduling algorithms, namely
optimization-, heuristic-, and machine learning based techniques. The extensive use of hetero-
geneous multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) in battery- and energy-constrained sys-
tems has attracted substantial research in this domain. The heuristic techniques proposed by Han
et al. [80] and Reddy et al. [146] use the di$erence between achieved and target metrics to adjust the
frequencies. The approach presented by Moazzemi et al. [128] combines the bene"ts of traditional
control-theoretic approaches and heuristics to develop a lightweight and e!cient frequency scal-
ing policy. Recent approaches presented in other works [51, 117, 152] use machine learning to train
policies to determine the optimal operating frequency and generalize to unseen workloads. Tem-
perature management on heterogeneous SoCs is also critical as the on-die power density critically
increases [25, 50, 150]. Current approaches for power and thermal management techniques focus
on homogeneous and heterogeneous CPU cores and also on GPUs, comprehensively discussed in
the work of Pasricha et al. [137]. A few techniques consider hardware accelerators in their power
management policies [53, 185]. However, DSAs demand novel techniques that consider all types of
hardware accelerators and specialized cores since they can signi"cantly contribute to the overall
power, energy, and temperature.

5.3 Other Resource Management Research Directions
Although task scheduling, mapping, and DTPM ideas dominate the primary aspects of resource
management, modern-day SoCs look at other aspects to satisfy requirements such as reliability
and security to meet user expectations and privacy standards. For instance, SoCs and processors
from Apple, Intel, and RISC-V include a secure enclave to protect user data when the platform is
experiencing security attacks [1, 3, 131]. Instead of relying solely on the secure enclave to protect
sensitive data, building security into other aspects enhances the security of the design. DSAs seek
adaptation and advancement of ideas from prior work on heterogeneous MPSoCs.

Risk and security. Integrating security into scheduling algorithms and dynamic voltage fre-
quency scaling (DVFS) governors is at the expense of chip area, scheduling latency, power
and energy overheads, and design complexity. Therefore, low complexity and runtime overheads
remain essential requirements of security-aware techniques. Commercial SoCs integrate several
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Fig. 6. The so#ware stack processes the application source codes expressed in domain-specific or traditional
languages. The so#ware tools include specialized compilers and a pre-compiled library of highly optimized
kernels to execute applications in runtime frameworks on the target DSA.

third-party IPs to promote design reuse and improve the design cycle [136]. However, using ex-
ternal IPs has the severe risk of untrusted designs, leading to security #aws. To this end, a multi-
dimensional optimization approach improves the security of the MPSoC through task scheduling
with negligible impact on performance and no additional hardware cost [110]. In this approach,
task duplication and isolation are the two techniques that aid in detecting hardware Trojans in the
presence of third-party IPs. Recent literature has shown that security attacks can extract sensitive
data by exploiting the temperature patterns on the chip [91]. Indeed, the ThermalAttackNet [49]
discusses the potential of DVFS governors in avoiding the detection of stored passwords using
on-chip temperature patterns. Therefore, integrating such techniques into resource management
algorithms improves the security of DSAs.

Reliability and robustness. With the increasing use of SoCs in safety-critical applications (e.g., au-
tonomous driving, avionics, and medical applications), there is a critical emphasis on reliable and
robust computing [103, 186]. The chip temperature plays a critical role in the mean time to failure
since it directly impacts the metal fatigue. A tradeo$ between power consumption and reliability
(in the mean time to failure) is explored by estimating the failure rate at a given chip tempera-
ture in the work of Rosing et al. [148]. The DVFS technique proposed in this article integrates
a reliability metric into its optimization problem to increase the mean time to failure. Further-
more, di$erential aging of cores in an SoC results in certain cores failing sooner than the other
counterparts. To address this challenge, the scheduling approach presented by Huang et al. [90] in-
cludes the mean time to failure in the objective function along with deadline constraints. Although
the preceding techniques focus on prolonging the time to failure, task scheduling techniques also
provide reliable and robust decisions in the presence of system faults [54, 89]. For space-based ap-
plications, state-of-the-art approaches must provide reliable and robust decision in high-radiation
environments [54, 58, 139]. In summary, emerging reliability and robustness requirements demand
resource management approaches for DSAs to take them into consideration to enhance usability.

6 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Customized hardware designs are typically notoriously hard to program. Hence, one of the funda-
mental research challenges is maximizing the performance and energy e!ciency of DSAs while
relieving the end users from the platform-speci"c details. DSA software infrastructures aim to fa-
cilitate end-user application development and make it agnostic to the hardware platform using the
tools and frameworks summarized in Figure 6.

6.1 Domain-Specific Languages
Domain-speci!c languages (DSLs) are designed for particular application domains. DSLs
enhance expressiveness and programmer productivity to generate highly optimized code
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implementations to improve platform performance and portability [125]. They o$er high program-
ming accessibility, reduced code complexity, and improved programmer productivity through pre-
de"ned domain-speci"c abstractions [30]. DSL-based compilers utilize these abstractions to enable
targeted optimizations [143]. The Delite DSL [160] embeds into Scala (a general-purpose program-
ming language) and translates code constructs to programming models such as C++, CUDA, and
OpenCL. Halide enables high-performance image processing through domain-speci"c constructs
and generates e!cient implementations for x86, ARM, and GPUs [145]. The Graphit DSL for graph-
based computations generates fast and optimized implementations by considering the graph
structure, algorithm, and the underlying hardware platform [191]. The heterogeneous parallel
virtual machine (HPVM) DSL and compiler infrastructure makes strong strides toward DSAs
as it targets highly heterogeneous and parallel systems [100]. The use of DSLs eases the design
and programming of DSAs, aiding the e$ort to maximize its performance and energy e!ciency
[18, 119].

6.2 Compilers and Debuggers
Programming heterogeneous SoCs, especially DSAs, is a monumental challenge for the following
reasons: (1) hardware heterogeneity, (2) identifying parallelism in applications and hardware, and
(3) memory hierarchy and data movement [86, 100, 161, 171]. The HPVM compiles applications
into data #ow graphs and develops a representation that exploits the parallelism of the underlying
hardware [100]. The framework presented in the work of Xiao et al. [187] includes a compiler
that constructs #ow graphs from applications using the low-level virtual machine intermediate
representation [106]. Then, the framework identi"es the optimal number and type of resources to
maximize energy e!ciency while balancing the computation and on-chip communication costs.
The runtime framework in the work of Mack et al. [113] also includes a compilation step that
maps application code to DSA platforms. All of these compilers exploit the task- and data-level
parallelism inherent in the applications and the hardware. Furthermore, debuggers that improve
the code and platform debug capabilities enhance the usability of DSAs.

6.3 Kernel Library
The performance of kernels and applications strongly depends on the programmer’s speci"c imple-
mentation. For instance, the execution times of the Fourier transform operation using the GSL [64],
FFTW [60], MKL [179], and FFTPACK [129] libraries vary by up to three orders of magnitude [65].
DSAs include a library that contains highly optimized implementations of domain-speci"c kernels
to improve performance. The compiler identi"es kernels in the application source code and substi-
tutes them with the optimized implementations from the library [47, 107]. Therefore, a #ow that
integrates a kernel library that swaps the kernels at compile-time/runtime maximizes performance
and reduces the programmer’s burden.

6.4 Performance Monitors and Profilers
DSAs strive to keep the end users oblivious to the underlying platform architecture such that archi-
tecture expertise and hardware knowledge are not expected from them [74]. However, end users
still like to analyze the performance of their applications and evaluate the ine!ciencies and bot-
tlenecks in the applications. To this end, the performance monitoring unit, perf, and performance
application programming interface are some of the tools that abstract the behavior of the CPU exe-
cution pipeline (e.g., control unit, cache, and memory) into key performance indicators [152]. These
tools are primarily applicable for general-purpose processor-based MPSoC systems. DSAs con-
tain various PEs; hence, the pro"ling tools require adaptation to obtain performance indicators of
hardware accelerators and specialized processors. The performance application programming
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interface (API) infrastructure is extended to hardware accelerators and validated for a prototype
implemented on Xilinx Zynq FPGA [161]. Nvidia provides pro"ling tools to collect a variety of
performance counters helpful for general-purpose graphics processing unit applications [132, 140].
CPUs, GPUs, and other PE types comprise their own performance monitoring mechanisms. Like-
wise, DSAs need a uni"ed framework that aggregates performance indicating counters from all
PEs to serve two essential purposes: (1) enable resource management algorithms to make smarter
decisions based on the performance counters, and (2) assist programmers in analyzing application
performance and bottlenecks [74].

6.5 Runtime Frameworks
All PEs in DSAs, including general-purpose processors, specialized cores, and "xed-function accel-
erators, expose APIs for programming them. End users want their existing applications to execute
in DSAs with no or minimal modi"cations and developmental e$ort [113]. Moreover, the end users
are agnostic to the architecture and the type of hardware components. Therefore, there is a crit-
ical need for runtime frameworks that use the application source code and execute them on the
heterogeneous hardware using state-of-the-art resource management techniques [17]. Runtime
frameworks bridge the hardware components, resource management algorithms, and domain rep-
resentation techniques in DSAs. During application execution, they identify the domain-speci"c
kernels, allocate them to the PEs, and run them on the energy-e!cient hardware. Software run-
time frameworks also integrate the compiler, kernel library, and pro"ler aspects to improve per-
formance and user productivity. For example, the StarPU framework [17] schedules applications
to CPU-GPU systems. It exploits the inherent heterogeneity and parallelism to achieve better per-
formance than state-of-the-art systems. The userspace runtime framework presented in the work
of Mack et al. [114] supports plug-and-play selection of scheduling algorithms for application ex-
ecution in accelerator-rich DSAs.

7 DESIGN AND EVALUATION FRAMEWORKS FOR RAPID DESIGN
Heterogeneous architectures, particularly DSAs, integrate several in-house and third-party hard-
ware components. This integration increases the design complexity, leading to veri"cation and
physical implementation challenges [35, 162]. The DSA design choices are evaluated by several
objectives, such as power, performance, energy, and throughput [23, 79]. The shrinking time-to-
market requirements pose tight timelines for chip designers. The stringent time requirements de-
mand methodologies, strategies, and evaluation tools for rapid DSA design and development.

7.1 Design Methodologies and Strategies
Design methodologies and strategies reduce human e$ort, design-time, and development costs
[62, 147]. The ideas that are critical for DSAs to minimize the time-to-market, reduce design costs,
improve developer productivity, and build e!cient designs are listed next:
• Design modularity and reuse: Modularity allows smaller pieces of the design to be developed

independently. Furthermore, the modules can be substituted by newer versions with minimal
changes to the rest of the design [119]. Modularity also helps with extensive design reuse
for frequently used logic and hardware blocks [20].
• Open instruction set architectures: The in#uence of open-source software paved the way for

open instruction set architectures (ISAs) [86]. The RISC-V ISA is one such prominent
example [76]. Open ISA promotes collaboration, design reuse, a$ordability, and, most im-
portantly, security [4]. Proprietary ISAs obscure the more delicate details within a closed set
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Table 1. Overview of the Types of Evaluation Frameworks and Their O!erings in DSA Realization

High-Level Simulation
Frameworks

Cycle-Accurate
Simulation Frameworks

Emulation
Frameworks

Evaluation Accuracy Moderate High Highest
Speed of Evaluation Fastest Slow Fast

Ease of Flexibility Highest Moderate Low
Evaluation of Resource

Management Algorithms Fast Slower Slowest

Modeling Technique Analytical and
approximate models

Fine-grained models (and/or)
real implementations Real implementations

Design Space Exploration Fast Slower Slowest
Software Development Not supported Limited support Full support

Firmware Development Not supported Not supported Full support
Functional Validation Not supported Not supported Supported

of individuals, whereas open ISAs promote security by allowing the community to evaluate
the risks and robustness [14].
• Open-source hardware and tools: Open-source hardware encourages design reuse and ex-

ploiting pre-validated hardware. It allows the community to collectively develop superior
hardware, like the success of the Linux kernel. Signi"cant emphasis is also being placed on
developing open-source hardware design tools [4, 9, 33, 92].
• Agile hardware development "ow: The agile methodology empowers small teams (fewer than

10 members) and realizes work in short sprints (2–4 weeks). The sprints are thoroughly
planned and evaluated by regular reviews [144]. The remarkable success of agile #ows in
software development strongly in#uences its adoption in hardware development [18]. Al-
though some software concepts are not directly applicable to hardware due to the di$erences
in timelines, the hardware community welcomes the approach with adaptations to reduce
the DSA time-to-market.

7.2 Evaluation Frameworks
The DSA design complexity and time-to-market requirements motivate the need for rapid and ef-
"cient design space exploration [173]. The complexity of these architectures also requires compre-
hensive veri"cation techniques. Functionally validating designs before tape-out reduce the chance
of post-silicon failures and improve the time-to-market. Modern SoCs demand early "rmware and
software development to further shrink the design cycles, typically before tape-in. To this end, em-
ulation platforms enable functional validation and early software development. They can reduce
the software bring-up time to less than 24 hours within the availability of the chip. The goals of
simulation and emulation frameworks and their support in realizing DSAs are presented in Table 1.
This section discusses the initial work targeting this research direction, the current gaps, and the
e$orts required to bridge this gap.

Simulation frameworks. Simulation and modeling of full systems can be broadly classi"ed into
(1) speci"cation-level modeling, (2) transaction-level modeling, and (3) cycle-accurate model-
ing [61]. Cycle-accurate simulators use precise behavioral models to obtain accurate estimates,
but they incur prohibitively long runtimes to perform rapid design space explorations [16, 176].
High-level simulators use approximate and analytical models to trade o$ estimation accuracy for
speed [12, 16]. Gries [77] discusses the necessity, advantages, and methods for fast design space
exploration in MPSoCs. The SpecC and SystemC languages have fueled the growth of transaction-
level modeling based system design and exploration [63, 71, 78]. DSLs are an abstraction layer
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between users and the simulation tools to provide platform information [56]. Aspen, a DSL, for-
mally speci"es the application’s functional behavior and an abstract platform model [157]. The
model and application behavior are then utilized to project runtime and roo#ine charts, and evalu-
ate performance. An abstract model to explore dynamic mapping strategies for NoC-based MPSoCs
in [34] achieves a 91% reduction in simulation compared to RTL-based models. In addition, a large
body of work further accelerates design space exploration of MPSoCs on FPGA [7, 8, 22].

Rapid DSA design exploration using high-level simulation has been explored in other works [12,
175]. Both simulators are examples of host-compiled simulation frameworks [69]. They bridge the
gap between high-level models and real implementations by integrating pro"ling-based timing
estimates. The STOMP simulator facilitates easy evaluation of scheduling policies for DSAs in the
presence of real-time applications and deadline constraints [175]. The DS3 simulator allows users
to evaluate scheduling algorithms, DVFS policies, and SoC con"gurations with metrics such as
power, execution time, and energy consumption [12].

Emulation platforms. Emulation frameworks overcome the limitation of simulators by enabling
functional veri"cation, and early software and "rmware development [22, 67, 124]. The emula-
tion frameworks are broadly classi"ed into virtual model-based emulators and FPGA-based frame-
works that rely on the actual implementation [42]. It is worth noting that only FPGA-based frame-
works allow functionality validation since they use the actual implementation, as compared to
representative models in virtual platforms.

The emergence of SystemC and transaction-level-based modeling also signi"cantly enhanced
the development of virtual emulation frameworks [40]. The quick emulator (QEMU) deploys ab-
stract models of the computing elements and transaction-level models for its interactions with the
rest of the system [21]. QEMU also enables developers to bring up a variety of guest operating sys-
tems and execute applications on the CPU through dynamic binary translations [19]. Along these
lines, ARM provides fast models that are accurate and representative models of their IPs such as
CPUs, interconnects, sub-systems, and other peripheral components [174]. Fast models allow the
bring-up of the Linux OS, and programmers to develop software, "rmware, and applications.

FPGA-based frameworks also improve task scheduling and DTPM policies by utilizing more
realistic estimates in MPSoCs [15, 130]. An MPSoC-based sensor- and actuator-rich cyber-physical
SoC is prototyped in the work of Sarma and Dutt [151], enabling hardware and software co-design.
Other frameworks for MPSoCs are presented and discussed in the work of Khamis et al. [97] and
Kurth et al. [101]. The MPSoC-based frameworks must be adapted for DSAs by integrating the
other components, such as specialized cores, hardware accelerators, and on-chip interconnects. In
that direction, the FPGA-based user-space emulation framework in the work of Mack et al. [114]
integrates hardware and software to evaluate resource management policies for DSAs. Although
this work is an initial step in the DSA direction, frameworks that scale to the entire design are
critical to bridge the gap between the requirements and state-of-the-art approaches.

8 INTERACTION BETWEEN THE DSA RESEARCH DIRECTIONS, INSIGHTS, AND
OPEN CHALLENGES

8.1 Interactions between the Research Directions
This section discusses the interactions between the research directions presented so far, as out-
lined in Figure 7. Domain representation e$orts analyze the applications and present computa-
tional kernels that are potential candidates for implementation in special-purpose hardware. The
hardware architecture and design exploit this information to develop customized and e!cient pro-
cessing for these potential candidates using either "xed-function or specialized accelerators. Hard-
ware design techniques also leverage the data dependencies between the kernels in applications to
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Fig. 7. Interactions between the research directions for the realization of DSAs. The kernel and flow graph
information of domain applications and target metrics drive the hardware architecture and design of PEs.
The application and hardware PE information is exploited by the resource management techniques. The DSA
configurations are evaluated for functionality and performance using simulators, emulation frameworks, and
the so#ware stack.

design an appropriate on-chip communication network, such as bus, point-to-point network, and
NoC. Similarly, the domain analysis provides design-time and runtime information to the resource
management algorithms. Design-time information includes the kernel characteristics and their in-
teractions that a$ect latency, execution time, and communication volumes. Resource management
algorithms exploit this information o%ine to deploy targeted scheduling and power management
techniques for the chosen PEs. The domain-speci"c information in the applications helps narrow
down the vast design space. Simulation frameworks perform rapid design space explorations and
systematically evaluate resource management algorithms. The domain representation techniques
and software stack share similar tools and infrastructure, such as compilation and performance
pro"ling APIs. They target speci"c hardware by providing the relevant compiler and API support.
Finally, emulation frameworks accelerate software development, enable performance evaluation,
and facilitate functional validation to improve the time-to-market for DSAs.

8.2 Insights and Open Challenges
DSAs are making solid advances toward becoming the preferred choice for future computing sys-
tems. DSA design and development e$orts require signi"cant attention as the algorithms, design
methodologies, and tools evolve. Furthermore, the subtle interaction between the di$erent DSA
research aspects requires substantial research focus. The ever-lasting pursuit of maximizing per-
formance and energy e!ciency while minimizing the cost and design e$ort leaves the following
open research questions:
• How can we reduce the time required to generate application traces, scope them and extract

the #ow graphs?
• Can we perform DSA hardware-aware application code compilation using state-of-the-art

and just-in-time compilation techniques?
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• Can we automatically generate highly optimized and specialized hardware based on high-
level requirements, such as performance, power, and throughput?
• How can we architect easily programmable and #exible yet highly specialized hardware?
• Can we design light-weight and near-optimal resource management algorithms considering

all application requirements, such as performance, power consumption, energy e!ciency,
and deadlines?
• Can we explore preemption-based resource management techniques with hardware acceler-

ators (that do not allow context switching) to address real-time needs?
• How can we automatically generate software support for custom-designed hardware accel-

erators and reduce the development time?
• How can we accurately and quickly calibrate high-level simulators with pre-silicon data or

real hardware, speed up cycle-accurate simulations, and reduce the development times for
emulation frameworks?
• How can we embed security and privacy into all DSA design aspects and components?
• How can we seamlessly integrate the di$erent DSA research directions and tools to maxi-

mize performance and energy e!ciency with minimum intervention from users and devel-
opers?

A few challenges involved in DSA design listed in the di$erent sections are compiled here. These
and similar questions demand innovation and research for performant and energy-e!cient DSA-
based computing systems.

9 CONCLUSION
The slowdown of Moore’s law and Dennard scaling has limited the power and performance gains
obtained with the evolution of technology process nodes over the years. There is a strong need
for innovation in several aspects, such as ISA, microarchitecture, algorithms, hardware, and soft-
ware, to achieve drastic improvements in energy e!ciency. Beyond these conventional approaches,
DSAs promise to achieve superior energy e!ciency by combining general-purpose cores and hard-
ware accelerators for applications in a target domain. Furthermore, DSAs integrate sophisticated
runtime resource management algorithms and a software stack to maximize performance and en-
ergy e!ciency.

This survey discussed various research directions and challenges in designing and developing
DSAs. We also presented some promising approaches and gaps to be addressed to develop and use
DSAs quickly. As we witness tremendous innovation, DSAs are expected to contribute to the quest
for higher performance and energy e!ciency in future computing systems.
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